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The most ambitious, critically-acclaimed presentation of the Bible ever produced, Inspired By ... The

Bible Experience Old Testament features a star-studded cast of almost 200 performers. Highlighting

the cast is 2007 Academy Award-winning actor Forest Whitaker as the voice of Moses, along with

Angela Bassett (Esther), Cuba Gooding, Jr. (Jonah), Denzel and Pauletta Washington (Song of

Songs), LL Cool J (Samson), Eartha Kitt (Serpent), Bishop T.D. Jakes (Abraham), and Bishop Eddie

L. Long (Joel) among others. The Bible Experience uses Zondervan's most accessible and

up-to-date translation, Today's New International Version (TNIV), and includes dramatic

performances set to an original musical underscore by the Prague Symphony Orchestra and

Hollywood-style sound design created at Technicolor Studios. The Bible Experience has become

not just the bestselling audio Bible, but also one of the all-time fastest-selling new Bibles. In addition

to record-breaking sales, Inspired By ... The Bible Experience has received unprecedented

consumer satisfaction and national recognition including numerous five-star reviews on .com, an

Audies Audiobook of the Year (the highest honor of the Audio Publisher's Association), an AudioFile

Earphones Award, and a nomination for an NAACP Image Award. The Old Testament features 60

digitally mastered audio CDs and a convenient carrying case.
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'...a full show of music, sound effects, and a dazzling array of celebrity voices. The producers...put

together a cast of...actors who deliver a rich, diverse rendering of the contemporary Today's New



International Version (TNIV) translation in gospel-meeting style. Listeners are treated to a sort of

aural kaleidoscope with layers of voices, sound, and music....The lavish production pulls out all the

stops....If a modern multimedia production experience is what you're after, enjoy the fine voices and

often dynamic dramatized readings.' -- AudioFile  (AudioFile)

Inspired By...The Bible Experience is exactly what its title indicates, an experience. I've listened to

many audio Bibles over the years, but none have achieved what The Bible Experience has, which is

to bring the Bible to life in a very real, compelling, accessible and experiential way. I would strongly

recommend that you listen to it and share it with others. I guarantee it will change the way you and

they engage with the word of God.' -- John C. Maxwell, Author, New York Times bestselling author

NOW Old Testament BookmarksFor those who would rather have the names of the books instead

of the generic part 1,2,3... labels, here is the info you so you can relabel.Part 1: GenesisPart 2:

ExodusPart 3 :LeviticusPart 4: NumbersPart 5: DeuteronomyPart 6:Chapter 01: Book of Joshua,

BeginsChapter 25: Book of Judges, BeginsChapter 46: Book of Ruth, BeginsPart 7:Chapter 01:

Book of 1 Samuel, BeginsChapter 32: Book of 2 Samuel, BeginsPart 8:Chapter 01: Book of 1 Kings,

BeginsChapter 23: Book of 2 Kings, BeginsPart 9:Chapter 01: Book of 1 Chronicles, BeginsChapter

30: Book of 2 Chronicles, BeginsPart 10:Chapter 01: Book of Ezra, BeginsChapter 11: Book of

Nehemiah, BeginsChapter 24: Book of Esther, BeginsPart 11: JobPart 12: Psalms (Part 1)Part 13:

Psalms (Part 2)Part 14:Chapter 01: Book of Proverbs, BeginsChapter 32: Book of Ecclesiastes,

BeginsChapter 44: Book of Song of Solomon, BeginsPart 15: IsaiahPart 16: JeremiahPart

17:Chapter 01: Book of Lamentations, BeginsChapter 06: Book of Ezekiel, BeginsPart 18:Chapter

01: Book of Daniel, BeginsChapter 13: Book of Hosea, BeginsChapter 27: Book of Joel,

BeginsChapter 30: Book of Amos, BeginsChapter 39: Book of Obadiah, BeginsChapter 40: Book of

Jonah, BeginsChapter 44: Book of Micah, BeginsPart 19:Chapter 01: Book of Nahum,

BeginsChapter 04: Book of Habakkuk, BeginsChapter 07: Book of Zephaniah, BeginsChapter 10:

Book of Haggai, BeginsChapter 12: Book of Zechariah, BeginsChapter 26: Book of Malachi, Begins

I am completely satisfied with this product. I listen to the Bible everyday in my car. Of course, The

Word of God is food for my soul. The sound effects on the CDs are amazing. I did not realize the

surround sound of my car speakers were so good. The other day while listening to a chapter in 1

Kings, I thought a lion was coming out of my driver side door, it startled me, then the sound of

thunder caused me to look up at the sky to see if it was going to rain. This is a great experience.



I had a copy and I bought the New Testament for my wife and she has been listening to it in her car

as well as I thinking about buying a few more copies for my children I have three Young women in

their 20s. And they all have a relationship with God. But I know they will get a lot out of CD's and I

know it's not to replace the word the Bible but to enhance your experience with it.

I receivied the new testment a few years back as a gift. The first and last tracks on every disc are

promotion tracks. The first time you hear the promotion track it is great: however way over done the

1st and last tracks become annoying at best.When I purchase the old testment same thing 1st and

last track are promotional tracks still annoying. However in the old testament about every few tracks

they have added music tracks from various people some who can not sing and just plain

SSSSSSsssssscreaming in the mic.(YUCK) Plus the music and backround tracks can be annoying

and sometime drown the information form the Bible, if that your thing okay but I find it a distraction

from learning the word of GOD.Be ready to advance the tracks and the beginning and end of every

disc, and in the old testment about every four tracks. Had a good product and screwed it up.Also if

you put it on your computer all the disc and tracks read matthew matthew matthew both new and

old testament. Hours of typing to straighten it out Track names and disc names ASCAP does not

have correct information.

I enjoy getting the word on my way to work. The dramatic music makes it more interesting than

someone just reading the word. I can recognize most of the stars by the sound of their voices and

enjoy the representation of the biblical characters. This is good family listening. Now...some of the

crowd rustlings are annoying. Once you hear them your mind can't ignore it.. And the recaps from

the cd before is a good idea especially if you are not listening in one continuous sitting. That being

said if you are listening in one sitting it's a bit long and makes you feel like didn't I just hear this?

You are not crazy this is intentional. or at least I hope it is. All in all it's a good collection to have

The printing press is only a few hundred years old; Let us not forget that the bible and the word of

God is an oral tradition. It is meant to be "heard". We have the text for greater accessibility, but that

does very little if we don't read it.As a spoken word poet, this text comes alive. The score is perfect.

Moreover, it has deepened my understanding of the kind of God we serve. This is a special project.

Especially for those of you with long commutes, it makes me look forward to traffic to find out what

happens next. Please check this out. It will not disappoint, especially for those who have trouble



reading the bible. You will have a deeper understanding of the context when you read.

I have been trying to read the bible for years; I've tried many different strategies and was

unsuccessful. I am so grateful for this format. To hear all my favorite actors read and project the

emotions, the background sounds of animals and the crowds are great.The actors speak as if they

are experiencing the events they are reenacting. I have a better understanding of the context of

where most of the phases and exerts that I have heard of most of my life come from. I am more

engaged in listening then I was in reading it myself. I would recommend this for the sheer

entertainment value alone.

I really enjoy listening to the bible especially with the sound effects. I like the different voices they

use while reading it makes it more interesting. Every CD has the same beginning and it comes

through loud but it isn't a problem to just skip to the next track.I would recommend this product.
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